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＿the elbows of her son’s jacket with leather patches to make it

more durable. (05/6)A) reinforced B) sustained C) steadied D)

confirmed2. He suggested that we put the scheme into effect, for it is

quite____.(03/12)A) probable B) sustainable C) feasible D) eligible3.

Europes earlier industrial growth was ____ by the availability of key

resources, abundant and cheap labor, coal, iron ore, etc.

(03/6)A)constrained B)detained C)remained D)sustained 4. The

little girl was ________ by the death of her dog since her affection for

the pet had been real and deep. (01/6)A)grieved B)suppressed

C)oppressed D)sustained 5. The old lady has developed a ________

cough which cannot becured completely in ashort time.(01/1)A)

perpetual B) permanent C) chronic D) sustained6. I suggest we put

the scheme into effect, for it is quite_______.(00/1)A) eligible B)

sustainable C) probable D) feasibleExcessive(4次)1. Having had her

as a professor and adviser, I can tell you that she is an_______force

who pushes her students to excel far beyond their own

expectations.(01/1)A) inspirational B) educational C) excessive D)

instantaneous2. The ______ cycle of life and death is a subject of

interest to scientists and philosophers alike. (00/6)A) incompatible

B) exceeding C) instantaneous D) eternal3. The people living in

these apartments have free _______ to that swimming pool.

(97/1)A) access B) excess C) excursion D) recreation4. In general,



matters which lie entirely within state borders are the______ concern

of state governments. (97/1)A) extinct B) excluding C) excessive D)

exclusiveEvoke(4次)1. It is believed that the feeding patterns parents

____ on their children can determine their adolescent and adult

eating habits. (05/12)A) impose B)evoke C) compel D)necessitate2.

When the farmers visited the city for the first time, they were

________ by its complicated traffic system. (01/6)A)evoked

B)bewildered C)diverted D)undermined 3. When people are asked

what kind of housing they need or want, the question ______

avariety of answers. (99/6)A) defies B) magnifies C) mediates D)

evokes4. Many tourists were _______ by the citys complicated traffic

system. (98/6)A) degraded B) bewildered C) evoked D)

divertedElicit(3次)1. By patient questioning the lawyer managed to

____enough information from the witnesses. (03/9)A) evacuate B)

withdraw C) impart D) elicit2. When he realized he had been

_______ to sign the contract by intrigue, he threatened tostart legal

proceedings to cancel the agreement. (99/1)A) elicited B) excited C)

deduced D) induced3. He was ____ to steal the money when he saw

it lying on the table. (97/1)A) dragged B) tempted C) elicited D)

attractedDisposition(2次)1. An energy tax would curb ordinary air

pollution limit oil imports and cut the budget ____. (02/6)A)

disposition B) discrepancy C) defect D) deficit2. The lady in this

strange tale very obviously suffers from a serious mental illness. Her

plot against a completely innocent old man is a clear sign

of________. (02/1)A) impulse B) insanity C) inspiration D)
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